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Tuesday, May 9, 2023 at 7 pm (UTC + 3)

In this lecture, Dr. Holly will discuss the links between the marine environment, shipwrecks, living heritage, and community on the Island of Mozambique, by presenting early survey results from the most recent field season in March, 2023. Lessons learnt in combining scientific and traditional knowledge within environmental management practices in the Global South will be shared, alongside the potential for biocultural heritage to play a defining role in both heritage and biological conservation.

For information you may also consult the KUDAR website, https://kudar.ku.edu.tr/arin-a-kudar/.

Zoom lecture registration: https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwrceCpqj0pHNZSkid1wl5VS6tHf_jEHhv9